The aqueous outflow system as a mechanical pump: evidence from examination of tissue and aqueous movement in human and non-human primates.
To describe a new aqueous outflow model involving a mechanical pump. Laboratory materials include human and monkey eyes; methods include the dissecting microscope, light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and tracer studies. Clinical methods involve human subject slit lamp, gonioscopy, and operating microscope examination. Laboratory evidence demonstrates that aqueous outflow tissues are responsive to intraocular pressure induced deformation. Deformation occurs in response to small pressure gradients. Laboratory evidence also demonstrates the presence of valves discharging aqueous to Schlemm's canal. The laboratory model predicts pulsatile aqueous discharge in vivo. Clinical in vivo evidence demonstrates pulsatile aqueous flow from the anterior chamber into Schlemm's canal, from Schlemm's canal into collector channels, and from Schlemm's canal into aqueous and episcleral veins, all synchronous with the ocular pulse. Aqueous outflow tissue deformation caused by normal intraocular pressure transients induces pulsatile one-way discharge of aqueous to the vascular system. The model identifies biomechanical coupling of intraocular pressure with aqueous outflow tissue deformation and also sites of high flow capable of inducing shear stress. These mechanotransduction mechanisms, well characterized as a means of controlling pressure and flow in the vascular system, also provide a means of regulatory feedback to control intraocular pressure and aqueous flow.